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Most things happen by chance. However: Nothing happens without a reason, without  
a triggering factor. But we only talk about effect when there is an underlying intention  
of achievement. Our objective is to optimise your operating profit. We are able to 
deliver this through networked services relating to MAN trucks, buses and vans, as 
well as NEOPLAN buses that maximise vehicle availability and reduce overall costs. 
The intelligent coordination of service packages and innovative solutions for modern 
transport logistics produce commercial benefits for your company. Cause leads to 
effect. That is what we offer.

CAUSE LEADS  
TO EFFECT.

Joachim Drees
Chairman of the Executive Board
MAN Truck & Bus AG
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MAN Financial Services*
Comprehensive solutions for maximum flexibility.

MAN Genuine Parts
Genuine Parts, Genuine Parts ecoline, Genuine Accessories and Genuine Oil – all Genuine MAN.

MAN ProfiDrive®

Coaching for greater economy and safety.

MAN ServiceCare
Increased vehicle availability thanks to proactive maintenance management.

MAN ServiceContracts
Full control so costs are not variables.

MAN Mobile24
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, all year round.

SERVICES FROM MAN YOUR SUCCESS
MAN provides comprehensive services for trucks, buses/coaches and vans. The combination 
of maintenance management, repair service, Genuine Parts and Accessories, help on the 
road, coaching, financial services and future-oriented solutions results in innovative offerings 
for modern transport logistics and a clear boost to efficiency. For your success.

MAN Connected CoDriver®

Driver coaching on the road directly at the work place.

* The services offered as part of the joint commercial name “MAN Financial Services” (financing, leasing, 
insurance and rental products, as well as the MAN Card) vary depending on the country markets. They 
are provided or brokered by various subsidiaries of Volkswagen Financial Services AG, as well as its sister 
company, Volkswagen Bank GmbH.
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MAN ServiceContracts and MAN ServiceCare
Minimised downtimes and increased vehicle availability are the top priority for fleet management and 
scheduling. Anticipatory planning is a significant success factor because a reliable calculation requires 
binding parameters. With MAN ServiceContracts and MAN ServiceCare, we offer you service packages 
that can be optimally adapted to any requirement.

The scope of services of the repair and maintenance MAN ServiceContracts can be scaled such that the 
maximum level of protection and cost stability can be achieved with minimum outlay.

MAN ServiceCare allows your MAN service centre to assist you proactively with the coordination of 
maintenance appointments. Considerable cost savings can be made and downtimes can be significantly 
reduced using anticipatory planning in close coordination with logistics, and using intelligent bundling 
of maintenance and repair appointments. The result of this is excellently maintained vehicles, maximum 
vehicle availability, reduced fuel consumption and streamlined daily business operations.

SERVICE MEANS PROVIDING: 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES.
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PLANNED WITH FORESIGHT, 
UTILISATION OPTIMISED, 
 EFFICIENCY INCREASED.
MAN ServiceContracts
Almost 100 litres of milk are consumed in Germany per head of population per year. For this reason, 
milk is being produced here 24/7. For example by cows in idyllic surroundings around Thomm –  
a municipality with a population of around 1,000 on the edge of Hunsrück in Osburg, east of Trier. 
Stefan Kieser, who ensures reliable collection and transport of milk and more in this rural area, on the 
topic of “maintenance and service”:

“It’s about reliability. That’s the central issue. I ensure that the vehicle is available at the agreed time at  
the arranged location. My vehicles are used 24/7. Three to four trips are made daily to collect milk, each 
time from up to five suppliers. We don’t stop until the vehicle is full. Next we go to the dairy and then 
to the next appointment. To me, each of these appointments is a promise – and a promise is worth 
something. This is precisely what I’m paid for. In order to be able to keep these promises, I need partner 
that I can rely on. I chose MAN many years ago; initially only for a repair and maintenance contract with 
a driveline guarantee. Now I conclude a maintenance contract for every vehicle when I purchase it as a 
matter of principle. I am on the safe side with MAN ServiceContracts: All service and inspection work, 
including spare parts and TÜV, are already included in the flat rate. I also have more planning security due 
to fixed costs. The consistent protection optimally safeguards me against the risk of unexpected repair 
costs or vehicle breakdowns, even on the weekend, at night or on bank holidays – and even all over Eu-
rope with ComfortSuper. I also gain in the long term from a higher resale value due to the comprehensive 
service. I would definitely recommend the repair and maintenance contracts from MAN.”

To find out more scan the QR code.

Director Stefan Keiser 
with employee Hans-Peter Hein,
Keiser Transporte,  
Thomm near Trier
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MAN Genuine Parts, MAN Genuine Parts ecoline,  
MAN Genuine Accessories and MAN Genuine Oil.
Anyone who chooses MAN has the right to the highest level of quality. This applies both 
to the product itself, as well as to maintenance and repair, which optimally preserve the 
investment in the fleet. All MAN Genuine Parts are characterised by their quality, precise fit 
and durability. MAN Genuine Oils optimally protect MAN vehicles against wear, and thus 
allow service intervals to be longer. The combination of MAN Genuine Parts, MAN Genuine 
Parts ecoline and MAN Genuine Accessories with qualified and professional work in the 
MAN service outlets ensures reliability. A two-year warranty on MAN Genuine Parts and 
service provides “double” security. The result – reduced downtimes and a longer service 
life. Why should you be satisfied with less?

ONLY GENUINE PARTS  
FOR YOUR GENUINE MAN.

MAN Mobile24
Hopefully you will never have to use this service. But it is good to know that it’s available 
if needed. This service is available for you on the phone 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
At 00800Mobile24, you can receive direct assistance in the event of a breakdown, as well 
as coordination and processing, with the breakdown service in 26 languages. You can 
track the current status of the breakdown process using the tracking link. We are with you, 
wherever you are.
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QUALITY ENSURED,  
RELIABILITY INCREASED, 
 RETURNS IMPROVED.

More MAN is not possible – Werner Transporte, which was founded in 1934 by the grandfather of the 
 current owner, taken over later by the father of the current owner, and operated exclusively with MAN 
 vehicles, currently has a 100% MAN fleet, consisting of 25 vehicles. It is now under the leadership of 
 Dietmar Werner, originally a trained truck mechanic at MAN, now the third generation to head the company. 
Dietmar Werner on the topic of “quality and reliability”:

“With the greatest of respect, the weekend should be free to spend time with the family, and not with the com-
pany. We rely on brand quality to ensure that this continues to be the case and that we minimise downtimes in 
our fleet. This is because the risk of a vehicle breaking down and me having to go out is reduced the better the 
parts we use for repairs. Generally speaking, we carry out maintenance, service and repair ourselves in our in-
house workshop. We use MAN Genuine Parts because they are the best in terms of quality and reliability, and 
are optimally adapted to the other vehicle components. This also applies to the professionally reconditioned 
“MAN Genuine Parts ecoline” replacement parts. An economical and more cost-effective alternative for repai-
ring old vehicles. What I also think is really good is the availability and quick delivery of MAN Genuine Parts, as 
well as the MAN kits portfolio. Training courses for “DIY mechanics” are even provided, and I like to make use 
of them. In the future I will only consider using MAN – it’s simply unbeatable.”

MAN Genuine Parts
Dietmar Werner, 
director, 
Werner-Transporte, 
Bräunisheim near Ulm

To find out more scan the QR code.
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INTELLIGENT INVESTMENT 
WITH LONG-TERM EFFECTS.
MAN ProfiDrive® – we train the future.
Optimising and enhancing efficiency in the transport of passengers and goods is a continual process. Playing a 
central role in this is the human factor. This is the focus of MAN ProfiDrive® – practical driver training for truck, bus/
coach and van drivers. The focus in the passenger-transport sector with MAN ProfiDrive® is on all safety aspects 
and how they can be improved. In the case of driving efficiency optimisation, our goal is to achieve fuel savings of 
up to 10% due to the intelligent combination of driving ability, anticipatory time management and economical route 
planning. The result of MAN driver training is being safer and more economical.

Individual information and advice from an MAN ProfiDrive® employee –
089/96 97 87-0 or by e-email at profidrive@man.eu

MAN Connected CoDriver®

MAN Connected CoDriver® is a driver distance-learning course right at the wheel and which builds on the econo-
mic efficiency training. Experienced MAN ProfiDrive® trainers coach the drivers while they are on the road at work. 
Based on the analysis of the vehicle and driver-related data transmitted, the training course takes place over the 
phone over a specified period of time and on agreed dates. In these calls, the driving style is analysed, useful 
instructions and tips are given and training progress is checked in a long-term evaluation.
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VISION PROVEN,  
PROFITS BOOSTED,  
SAFETY INCREASED.
MAN ProfiDrive®

Schwenningen auf dem Heuberg, Swabian Jura, 870 metres above sea level and, with 2,000 hours of 
sunshine, one of the sunniest areas in Germany, home and headquarters of BECK GmbH Omnibus-
verkehr with thirteen buses, of which two are coaches and eleven are regular service and intercity 
buses. Owner Thomas Beck on the topic of “security and economic efficiency”:

“When you lead a family company you have a very direct form of responsibility. I am the third generation 
to lead our company in a municipality in which everyone knows everyone. I don’t just have the respon-
sibility for our company and the employees, but naturally also for our passengers. We face up to this 
responsibility with vision. We understand that investment in the driving skills of our employees always 
pays off in the long term. This is why we regularly send our drivers to the MAN ProfiDrive® efficiency and 
driving safety training courses. I value these further development training programmes, which I have also 
taken part in as an active driver, due to their professionalism. The trainers have a very high level of spe-
cialist expertise, including relating to all assistance systems. Drivers that are able to cope with extreme 
situations and use the technical possibilities, ultimately drive more safely and efficiently. After this training 
course, we even developed an internal competition for the lowest fuel consumption.

For our company, MAN ProfiDrive® is a part of the comprehensive MAN range of first-class services that 
we are able to rely on 100%. We are a family company – and MAN is simply part of this.”

Director Thomas Beck
with employee Wilhelm Butz, 
BECK GmbH Omnibusverkehr, 
Schwenningen

To find out more scan the QR code.
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MAN Financial Services* –  
our expertise for your success.

FINANCIAL FLEXIBILITY  
WITH TOP CONDITIONS.

You can find strong partners for your business under the umbrella of MAN Financial Services*. We 
support you with comprehensive solutions that guarantee maximum flexibility with top conditions. 
Short decision-making processes help you achieve your goal more quickly here. You can meet your 
mobility requirements cost-effectively with the financing, leasing and rental solutions from MAN 
Financial Services*. You are also always protected and mobile across Europe with the insurance 
service provided, as well as the MAN Card and NEOPLAN Card. You benefit from our intensive 
industry knowledge, from years of experience in the utility vehicle sector, from a reliable partnership 
and contact in person. See our extensive range of services for yourself.

You can find further information on our webpages.

* The services offered as part of the joint commercial name “MAN Financial Services” (financing, leasing, 
insurance and rental products, as well as the MAN Card) vary depending on the country markets. They are 
provided or brokered by various subsidiaries of Volkswagen Financial Services AG, as well as its sister com-
pany, Volkswagen Bank GmbH.
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TRANSPARENCY  INCREASED, 
LIQUIDITY ENHANCED, 
 INVESTMENT SECURED.
MAN Financial Services
On site in Kassel, Spedition Pfeiffer, founded in 1872, fifth generation transport and logistics compa-
ny. The current portfolio is 200 vehicles, Germany as primary area of use, on the road for the auto-
motive industry, in classic long-haul transport and logistics. Thomas Pfeiffer, managing partner of 
Pfeiffer Speditionsgesellschaft m.b.H on the topic of “financial efficiency”:

“As a traditional company, we value well-established business relationships. We know the tremendous 
advantages a trusting and transparent partnership provides for all those involved. The good cooperation 
with MAN, short decision-making processes in every respect, first-class service and sensitivity for our 
requirements characterise this partnership. For many years, we have been using the financial services 
of MAN Financial Services for leasing, classic financing or hire purchase at the same time as using 
MAN services. MAN Financial Services is not just any old bank; they are experts. Our industry is a fast 
 business and, for this reason, you need fast decisions. With MAN Financial Services we have a partner 
with short decision-making processes and a high level of flexibility. The financial solutions are tailored 
 precisely to our needs, risks do not have to be reassessed again and again and we get information 
immediately. We also have a higher level of liquidity with our principal bank. We also use this financial 
freedom to secure our investments in an economically viable manner. Less outlay, more income – that is 
financial efficiency for us.”

Thomas Pfeiffer, 
Haulage Manager, 
Spedition Pfeiffer,  
Kassel

To find out more scan the QR code.
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Our services for your economic success.
Our focus is on our products, MAN and NEOPLAN vehicles, and ensuring that they work reliably.  
We provide comprehensive services for them which link all relevant aspects and innovative solutions  
for modern transport logics with one another intelligently. We are there when you need us – with a  
well-established service network with more than 1,300 MAN service outlets in Europe and more than 
1,750 worldwide – all up-to-date with the latest state of the art. We provide qualified repair work and 
maintenance, skilled specialists, modern workshop equipment and personal consultation, combined  
with MAN services.

The economic success of your company is the focus for you, for our customers. The combination of  
experience from more than 100 years of services and innovative provisions creates the conditions that 
result in maximum vehicle availability and thus reduced overall costs. MAN services will ensure your com-
mercial success. No more. But also no less.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED.  
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE TOO.
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